
NCERT Solutions Class 11 Physics Mechanical Properties of Fluids 

Q.1: Explain the following: 

(i). Humans have a greater blood pressure in their feet than in the head 

(ii). Even though the atmosphere extends over 100 km from the sea level. Atmospheric pressure 

at an altitude of about 6 km is almost half of its value at sea level. 

(iii). Pressure is force divided by area but still, hydrostatic pressure falls into a scalar quantity. 

Ans: 

(i). The blood column to the feet is at a greater height than the head, thus the blood pressure in the feet 

is greater than that in the brain. 

(ii). The density of the atmosphere does not decrease linearly with the increase in altitude, in fact, most 

of the air molecules are close to the surface Thus there is this nonlinear variation of atmospheric 

pressure. 

(iii). In hydrostatic pressure the force is transmitted equally in all direction in the liquid, thus there is no 

fixed direction of pressure making it a scalar quantity. 

Q.2: Explain the following: 

(a) Water droplets on clean glass surfaces will spread out while mercury will form small droplets. 

(b) Angle of contact of water with glass is acute while that of mercury is obtuse. 

(c) A liquid drop under zero external forces is always spherical. 

(d) Surface tension of a liquid does not depend upon the area of the surface. 

(e) Water with soap dissolved in it should have small angles of contact. 
Ans: 
(a) Water molecules have weak intermolecular forces and a strong force of attraction towards solids. 

Thus, they spill out. Whereas mercury molecules have a stronger intermolecular force of attraction and a 

weak attraction force towards solids, thus they form droplets. 

(b) The angle of contact is the angle between the line tangent to the liquid surface at the point of contact 

and the surface of the liquid. II is donated by 8 in the following diagram: 
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Water on glass. S�I 

In the diagram SsL, SLA and SsA, are the respective interfacial tensions between the liquid-solid, 

liquid-air, and solid-air interfaces. At the line of contact, the surface forces between the three media are 

in equilibrium, i.e., 

cos8 = ( Ss• - Su ) 
Su 

Thus, for mercury, the angle of contact 8, is obtuse because SsA < SLA· And for water, the angle is 

acute because SSL < SLA 

(c) A liquid always tends to acquire minimum surface area because of the presence of surface tension. 

And as a sphere always has the smallest surface area for a given volume, a liquid drop will always take 

the shape of a sphere under zero external forces. 

(d) Surface tension is independent of the area of the liquid surface because it is a force depending upon 

the unit length of the interface between the liquid and the other surface, not the area of the liquid 

(e) Clothes have narrow pores that behave like capillaries, now we know that the rise of liquid in a 

capillary tube is directly proportional to cos 8. So a soap decreases the value of 8 in order to increase 

the value of cos 8, allowing the faster rise of water through the pores of the clothes. 
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